
The owls are not (always) what
they seem…

….and this is true also for (some) indefinite determiners….

CamCos 9 2020 Ellen Brandner, Stuttgart1



IDD: the phenomenon

Indefinite determiner doubling (IDD) 
in Southern German dialects:

a. % ein ganz ein lieber Mensch 
a     completely a nice person

b. % ein so ein lieber Mensch
a such a   nice person

Doubling is well-attested in Bavarian; also occurring in Alemannic: 
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a.  ein ganz ein lieber Mensch 
a     completely a nice person

b. ein so lieber Mensch
b'.          so ein lieber Mensch

Standard German:



Map 1:   http://www.atlas-alltagssprache.de/runde-5/f19a-c/

Bavarian

Alemannic
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Questions:

1. What are the respective positions within the functional spine when
doubling occurs?

2. What is the meaning contribution of the lower ID?

3. How can we capture this situation in terms of parametric variation?

a. % ein ganz ein lieber Mensch 
a     completely a nice person

b. % ein so ein lieber Mensch
a such a   nice person
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Background: Doubling of determiners

(nearly) consensus for definite determiners: 
The various occurrences are related to different readings
(weak/strong, cf. Schwarz 2013)
Roehrs (2019): 
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Roehrs (2019)

North Germanic West Germanic

there are no distinct lexical
realizations for [+PRES] and [+SPEC]!
These are comprised within das
But note: different versions of the definite
article in spoken and dialectal German
(strong and weak), cf. Schwarz 2013; Pfaff (2019)
for a nanosyntactic implementation
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Roehrs (2019)

Relevant insights:  - the features are universal 
- the variation is in the lexicon
- depending on the amount and type of the differing
lexical items, these may split up and occupy different positions7



Doubling of determiners

Indefinite determiners:
Based on the influential analysis by Bennis et al (1989) on so-called
'spurious n' in Dutch, the ID is often analysed as a 'linker', 
i.e. kind of a predicational head as it occurs typically in what-for constructions
(the wh-counterpart of the so/such-a construction):

Wood & Vikner (2013):
The ID is situated in Num0

movement of the prediacte
to Spec-NumP
the 'original' D is empty and
may optionally host another spell-out 8



Doubling of determiners
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Kalluli & Rothmayr (2008) and Strobel & Weiss (2017) both argue
for a DP-recursion analysis, i.e. where the lower DP is selected
by a quantifier-like element (DegP or QP). 
As will become clear below – this seems not to be the best way
to capture the facts and thus these proposals will not be discussed here.



Claim here:
IDs differ from language to language
whether they can lexicalize the
Bounded Mass head (BM) separately
from the Individuation head (Ind)

whereby:
BM ≈ pseudo partitive, i.e. subset
(only compatible with weak quantifiers)

Ind ≈ individual    <e>
(independent from further quantifications;
in connection with so: subkind) 

NP

BM‘

BMP

Ind'

IndP

ID
in Bavarian
additionally

ID
in Standard German

in ALM, we find both possibilities
and thus it will be used in the following
to argue for this fine grained distinction
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Claim here:
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But the doubling is partially independent from these two versions
- instead it is the result of: 

a) a mis-analysis of the particle so: in both varieties, it may be realized
as əso which developed out of all-so, the strengthened form of so. 

b) a mis-analysis of weak quantifiers like [ein wenig]/[ein bisschen]
where the ID is part of the quantifier - as it was originally a noun, 
cf. also English a lot! (bridging construction)

But Bavarian has integrated the b) case into its inventory of IDs 
with full agreement and case marking
and this will be traced back to the fact that there are two versions of the ID



Roadmap
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1. Dialectal and diachronic evidence for the two kinds of ein- with the 
different interpretations

2.  Semantic and syntactic background

3. ‚Bounded Mass‘ as the lowest functional head within DP (subset),  
dominated by ‚Individual‘ (sub-kinds)

4. The role of adjectives in the qualifier construction

5. The issue of "determiner doubling"



The data - mass noun with ID

http://www.atlas-alltagssprache.de/runde-3/f08d/

Have you …      with you? 
cash

a cash
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Habt ihr noch    ein Mehl im Haus?
Habt ihr noch          Mehl im Haus?

Have you-2pl still a flour in-the house?

Translation task, sentence given: 
Habt ihr noch   ø Mehl im Haus?
FB3 / 3-5-1, n=757, 8% with ID



Introduction
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Resultats: 

Judgment task, scale 1-5 (1= best; 5 = worst); x = no judgment

BW =
Baden-Württ.
CH = 
Switzerland
VA = 
Vorarlberg
EL =
Elsass (France)

overall: 46% acceptance (1-2)
BW: 68%
CH:    6%
VA: 80% (n=517)
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Areal pattern
in judgment task



IDs with mass nouns in ALM
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Similar pattern occurs with…
 Weak quantifiers:

(2) ein wenig (ein) + mass noun
a     bit ID (a) 

 ID as partitive pronoun, (see Strobel (2015)

(3) wettsch no (oa)?
want-you still   ID (some of…)

The higher ID in this 
example will become 

important later again…
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a bit ID (≈ of) water
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I've got no cash anymore, but there is ID (≈ some) on the table

ALM A

ALM B

patterns with 
Standard 
German

patterns with 
Bavarian



Mass nouns without an ID
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ID in generic statement: 
Only 3 % acceptance

Zu den Edelmetallen zählt man Gold
ein Gold
das Gold

„Gold belongs to the precious metals“



Situational Partitivity
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The ID is only licit if the clause as a whole has a stage-level interpretation; 
it is only possible if there is an actual event referred to.

Paraphrase: Of all the (potential) flour in the world, 
can you give me a subset of it?

Thus, BM does not introduce an individuated discourse referent
 no pronoun possible in a follow up: 

Häsch mir no a mehl? #I hol's dir grad              
Have.you me.dat prt a flour? I fetch it you immediately

instead: I hol dir   Ø/a weng/oas
I fetch you a bit/  ID



IDs with mass nouns in ALM
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 overt/non-overt realization of a "very low" universal functional
head within DP that is responsible for a (pseudo-)partitive 
reading, e.g. Borer's (2005) Div-Head: 

ALM A: ALM B: 
ID realizes overtly <e>DIV zero variant of <e>DIV 

Romance-like  Germanic-like
de+article partitive zero partitive
Ho comprato del vino. Ich habe __ Wein gekauft
[I] have bought de.art wine I     have __ wine bought



Interpretation of ein- with a prototypical CN
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Interpretation BW % CH %

whole, complete fish 35 73

fish is part of it 7 3

both possible 54 22

Interpretation BW CH

whole, complete fish 7 5

fish is part of it 14 11

both possible 74 81

Swiss German speakers require to a much higher degree the whole/complete interpretation for a DP with ein-
 ein- only lexicalizes the Ind-head



Interim summary:
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 The realization of the BM-head in ALM A and BAV is the overt
reflex of situational partitivity

 This reading can also be obtained by pragmatic means and thus
the variation (borrowing via contact, resp. the very high 
acceptance rates in contrast to the rather low production rates) is
indeed PF-Variation.

 Crucially, the head for bounded mass is present in all varieties
and it is responsible for the (simple subset) partitive reading.



Subset is not enough…
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In Standard German – and also in ALM B - there is an instance of ID + mass noun: 
Qualifier construction

SG:  a. ein so __ guter Wein __ so ein guter Wein
a   so       good wine so a     good wine

b. *ein so __ Wein __ so ein Wein
a    so       wine so  a wine

 What kind of interpretation is connected with the ID in this case?
 How close is the interpretation to the cases just discussed?
 What is the role of the adjective?
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Translation task, sentence given: 
Für so ein Holz,…
FB3 / 3-5-1, n=757, 65% with ID

Für so ein Holz,…
For such a wood ,…
Für sott-ig-es/son-ig-es/… Holz

so + adj-der + inflection



Summary of the data
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ALM A
(Bavarian)

ALM B 
(St. German)

Partitive ID √ *

Qualifier ID √ √

Generic ID * *

What is the difference between these types of IDs?



Semantic Background
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Borik & Espinal (2015), based on Romance: 

 Nouns denote merely properties of kinds. Bare nouns occur essentially only
as predicates or in compound-like constructions. 

 For a kind-reading, a bare noun combines directly with the definite determiner without
any intermediate functional projection. (Germanic is different in that mass nouns may
occur as bare nouns).

 The definite determiner is always a iota-operator (maximalizing) and thus there are no
different types of definite articles (in this respect). 

 Number has in their account the individualizing function in that it maps the properties
of kinds to properties of objects; atomic entities, resp. the sum of atomic entities = 
plural (recall that bare plurals induce the kind-reading in Germanic)
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NP

NP NumP

DPDP

Kinds: 

Def. Art. 

The kind-reading is not automatically assigned to a bare 
NP, contra e.g. Zamparelli (1995, 2008),  a bare NP is even 
less than a ‘kind’.

Entities: 



Semantic Background
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• Is the ID a realization of the functional head Number? 
Do we then have automatically a non-kind reading?

• If yes, how do we account for the differences
between the IDs observed in the previous section?

 One single functional projection for turning (properties of)
kinds into objects is not enough:
There is an even finer grained structure
between the noun and Number



Syntactic Background
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functional sequence above the noun
see Hachem (2015) and Rehn (2018), also Grimm (2012) :

D Number(plural,Q) collective individual bounded mass noun

different morpho-syntactic realizations, among them:
• gender, see Hachem, 2015, based on Leiss (2000)
• case (genitive) - older stages of German(ic)
• Prepositions - an/von (partitive)
• indefinite determiner
• Chinese classifiers, see e.g. Zhang (2013)

• link to discourse
• definite article (iota-operator)
• strong quantifiers



ein- realizes BM - diachronic evidence
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Middle High German:
(4) dâ legen uns an ein gras NL 1623,3

there lay-down us at a grass

(5)  dô was ein snê gevallen GL 1196,4
there was a snow fallen

(cited after Paul et al 199824:387), s. also Presslich (2000)

even in the plural: 
(6) so sint einu liute dabi,             haizent Arimaspi

thus are ID-pl people there-with, named A. 
(cited after Paul et al 199824:388) 



BM with genitive- diachronic evidence
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More typical with genitive:
(7)   jâ sah er    ligen umbe sich  der liute sam         der steine

Prt saw he lay around him the-gen people together the-gen stones
(cited after Paul et al 199824:341)

Even 'combination' of genitive-marking and ID: 
(8) er âz daz brôt und tranc dâ zuo eines  wazzers daz er vant

he ate the bread and drank there-with ID-gen water-gen that he found
(Iw, V. 3310 – 3311)



BM with genitive- diachronic evidence
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With weak quantifiers:
(9) a. ich han ein wening öl-s

I    have a   bit oil-gen
b. mit ein-em wenig rosenwasser-s,…
with a-dat bit rosewater-gen (from DWB:BD 29,1)

The same holds for the other weak quantifiers like:
vil (much/many), genug (enough), mêre (more), minner (less), lützel (little)

(10)   da           er …    ziemlich viel    d-es        stark-en     Wein-s        genossen hatte
because he …    quite much the-gen strong-wk wine-gen   enjoyed had

(11)    daƺ ist vil koufleut-e site
that is many trader-syncr.       custom (Paul 1919:297)



Replacement of the genitive
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Von with „real“ partitive:
ein Teil…   
(= part of)

…*von Wasser
…  von dem Wasser

…*von Aufmerksamkeit         
… von deiner Aufmerksamkeit 

 Two DPs with a complete D-layer for
each, cf. the determiners

An with bounded mass:
genug/viel/wenig/mehr…
(= enough/much/a few/more…)

… an Wasser    (water)
…*an dem Wasser

…an Aufmerksamkeit (attention)
…*an deiner Aufmerksamkeit

an occupies a functional head
within one DP



ein- replaces partitive genitive – as one
possibility…
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BM0

BMP

NP

BM‘ein wenig
viel
genug
Ø

an
ein-
ø
-s

ÖlBavarian
ALM A

Standard 
German
ALM B

MHG

possible
in all 

varieties

if in the scope of an event variable, 
cf. situational partitivity



The interpretation of so-ein-N
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Idea: so-ein-N induces a sub-kind reading, Carlson (1977)
Borik & Espinal (2015), :
The subkind interpretation has Number in it
(recall: number maps properties of kinds to properties of objects!)
The reading can be evoked also with determiners that presuppose alternatives, 
e.g. a demonstrative:

This tiger lives (only) in the jungle
Such a tiger lives (only) in the jungle

Subkinds are thus individuals, but not in Number, instead
 they are in the individualizing head, the ID in this case

realizes the Ind-head



The interpretation of so-ein-N
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Given that a so-ein-NP is individualized, a pronoun in the
follow up should be possible:

So einen Wein wie wir gestern hatten, möchte ich wieder. 
So a         wine as we yesterday had want I     again.

Der/Er war wunderbar.
Pron-masc was  wonderful

 The ID is situated in the individualizing position



The structure of so-ein-N
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BM0 NP

BM‘

ein-

Wein

BMPInd0

Ind'

IndP

so

ein-

In a nano-syntactic framework, the projection of the IndP
entails the projection of the BM-head:
For ALM A (and Bavarian), the ID, base generated in BM, 
moves higher up – in the other dialects, the ID is 
base-generated in this position, as the BM-head 
has no lexical entry.
Note that this makes also sense from a conceptual point of view:
To be an individual entails being a bounded mass – but not the 
other way round!



so-ein-N with an adjective
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BM0 NP

BM‘

Wein

BMPInd0

Ind'

IndP

so

gut-

An adjective may bring in an individualizing (subkind) interpretation, since it presupposes that there are
other (different) kinds of N. However, it originates in the BM position, as semantically, it builds
(first) a proper subset of the N:

ein

so as a category neutral particle,
may also adjoin to the adjective
directly: 

Ind0

BM0 NP

BM‘

Wein

BMP

Ind'

IndP

so gut-

ein



so-ein-N with an adjective
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This order indeed exists!
English:
…so nice a girl…
…many a man…

Ind0

BM0 NP

BM‘

Wein

BMP

Ind'

IndP

so gut-

ein

Overgeneration?

???



Adjectival inflection
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Why not in German?
Inflection: 
*so gut-er ein Wein

Inflection must be adjcacent to the noun:
*ein groß-er genug Teller
#ein groß genug-er Teller

a big       enough     plate
 in the BM-head (?)



Adjectival inflection
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Assumption:
Adjectival inflection is yet another way to lexicalize the BM-head.

Recall: Für so ein Holz,…
For such a wood ,…
Für sott-ig-es/son-ig-es/… Holz

so + adj-der + inflection

also: was für-ig-es instead of was für ein
what for + adj-der+ inflection what for a



The closeness of partitivity and subkinds
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In both constructions, we are dealing with a real sub-set relation

partitive: proper subset (subtraction)
there must be some "stuff" left, 
(cf. the R-operator in Zamparelli (2008), Barker (1998))
so-ein-N: implies that there are other sub-kinds (subtraction)

 the same lexical item for ‚subtraction‘ – but on different levels
in the functional layer



Doubling
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…vun era so e sach sott ma halt au d‘finger ewegloo
of  IA.dat  so   IA thing   should one prt prt the-fingers way-let

“One should keep his fingers way from such a thing”    (Staedele 1927:25)

ALM:

This construction was tested in SynAlm with all combinations 
of inflection/non-inflection:
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doubling:
vun era    so     e sach…..
from a-infl such a thing
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no doubling:
vun so     era     sach…..
from  such a-infl thing
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doubling with inflection on both:
vun era    so     era     sach…..
from a-infl such a-infl thing
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doubling:
vun e so     era     sach…..
from a  such a-infl thing



ein-so doubling as a PF-effect
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əso produced actively in translation task 'very high'



51mit e so leut (such people) vun e so era sach (such a thing)

https://www.pinterest.de/pin/300404237645645368/



Doubling in Bavarian
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For Bavarian, it is reported that both IDs inflect regularly

Merkle (1976, cited after Wahlmüller 2018:23)

but this holds only for the intensifiers of the type ganz which necessarily
occur with an adjective – however: no doubling with the intensifier sehr

a really well-behaved dog



Doubling in Bavarian
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Er ist wieder ganz    derselbe
Er ist wieder *sehr  derselbe
Er ist wieder *so     derselbe
He is again the-same

ein ganzer           Kerl
ein **sehr(-er)   Kerl
ein  **so(-er)      Kerl
a                        guy

ein *ganz ein Wein
ein  *sehr ein Wein
ein   so      ein Wein
a                 a wine

ganz has a second life as an adjective or adverb – in contrast to sehr and so

For so, we know already what it does and where it is situated, namely
introducing subkinds. 
Ganz and sehr can't do this – what type of elements are they?



Doubling in Bavarian
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sehr is indeed a pure degree-particle and thus 
within the projection of the adjective
 no functional projections in between that could be headed by an ID 

Ind0

BM0 NP

BM‘

Wein

BMP

Ind'

IndP

sehr gut-

ein

-er



Doubling in Bavarian
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ganz on the other hand is in the specifier of an iterated BM (which must be
assumed in any case in order to account for stacking of adjectives)

BM0 NP

BM‘

Wein

BMP

ganz

gut-

ein

BM'

BM0

BMP

-er

with the IndP above, we get doubling: 

BMP

ganz

ein

BM'

BM0

BMP

guter Wein

Ind0

Ind'

ein



Final issue – ein wenig/ein bisschen – a bit
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First note the surface identity:

BMP
wenig

ein

BM'

BM0

BMP

ein Wasser

ein

the higher ein is included in an extra DP
 there should be no case assignment from the outside
but:
b. mit ein-em wenig rosenwasser-s,…

with a-dat bit rosewater-gen

Google search (this month)
mit ein-em wenig Glück 159.000 
mit ein wenig Glück 252.000



Conclusion
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There is good evidence that the ID realizes different position in the 
low (classification) domain of the NP: Bounded Mass and Individuation 

Doubling with so-ein-NP is PF-induced and has no further consequences
for the grammar

Doubling with ganz/recht is PF-identical with the (nominal) weak
quantifiers (ein wenig); the variation concerning case marking and ϕ-agr
requires further research in order to determine the impact of one construction
to the other

Non-doubling with sehr follows from it being situated within the AP
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Thank you and…
Anders, all the best!
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